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ABSTRACT

In this paper the analysis of rectangular plates on elas-
tic foundation with arbitrary boundary conditions are
considered. The solution approach consists of choo-
sing a series of functions which, term by term, satisfy
the governing equation and the boundary conditions
on displacement. The boundary condition on slope is
satisfied by minimizing the weighted residual proce-
dure.

The closed form solution developed in this paper
can be generalized to consider any combination of
the boundary conditions.
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Introduction:

The plate equation is involving more than one inde-
pendent variable which may be solved by two diffe-
rent methods.

One method is called a closed form soruuorr, which
has been found for a very limited number of cases.

The first closed-form solutions was found by Navier
(1) in 1820. Levs (1) found more general solution for
rectangular plates with two parallel sides being simply
supported and the other two edges having any boun-
dary conditions.

Unfortunately, the analysis of plates whose four ed-
ges are free or clamped becomes more complex and
the closed-form solution becomes more difficult.

The difficulty is in how to find a suitable deflection
function which satisfy the stressed boundary condi-
tions. The main objective of this paper is to find a clo-
sed form solution to a rectangular plate resting on
elastic foundation with arbitrary conditions.

The other method of solution to the plate equation
involves a numerical method such as a finite element
and a finite difference method ... etc.

The finite element method can be applied to solve
plate problems which have any shape and any boun-
dary conditions

The method used in this paper is called a series so-
lution method, which has been applied to solve diffe-
rent type of engineering problems (2 - 5).

Hutchinson (6) and Taylor (7) greatly contributed to
this method by using it to solve bending and buckling
plate problems respectively.

The series solution method formed as the sum of se-
veral basic solutions which satisfy the governing diffe-
rential equation.

These basic solutions are grouped into series form
in such a way that the displacement boundary condi-
tions are satisfied by orthogonalization on the boun-
dary.

The choice of which boundary condition is to be
satisfied identically and which is to be satisfied by or-
thogolization is arbitrary.

Formulation:

The usual assumption in the development of the go-
verning equation of plate resting elastic foundation is
that the intensity of the reaction at any point of the
botton plate is proportional to the deflection. w at that
point, if k being the modulus of the foundation, -then
the differential equation for the deflection curve in
rectangular coordinates, becomes:

(1 )

where all the notations are given in the appendix.
The solution of the above equation can be expressed
in case of simply supported plate as:

W(X,Y) = Wp + WH (2)

Where Wp is the particular solution which can be ta-
ken as a function of X or as a function of Y, and due
to symmetry of the plate in y-direction as show in
fig.1, the homogeneous solution WH is taken as an
even function of Y.

The general solution of eq.(l) for a simply supported
plates can be expressed in the following ~orm:

co

W(X, Y) = E sin ~m x (4!OCl . ( 4 ~ klO) )
m=1,3,S :n; m ~m

+ Am cosh (YmY) cos (YmY) + Bm sin h (j3mY)

sin (YmY)

The boundary conditions for simply supported plates
in x-direction are

W(a,Y) = 0

b2W(a,Y)
bX2

which can be satisfied by choosing

= 0

m:n;
~m = -- , and the boundary condition in

a
y-direction are

W(x, b/2) = 0

=0
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which can be satisfied by choosing

-G2 ~~ - y~
sin h <Pmsin'Pm+ (cos h <Pmcos 'Pm)2 2Ym ~m

+ cos 'Pm cos h <Pm
sin hm sin

- cos h <Pmcos 'Pm A _ G2 (5)
sin h <Pmsin 'Pm. m sin h <Pmsin 'Pm

G2 = 4q/(mDJt (!l~ + k/D)

The, solution of simply supported plates represen-
.ted into new coordinate system as shown in fig.(2) can
be written as

00

W(x,y)=- ~ (-1)(m+1)/2cos(!lx)[G2+AmcOSh(~mY)
m=1,3,S

. cos (YfnY) + 8m sin h (~mY) sin (YmY)] [7]

, 'WhereAm,~m and G2 are asgiven in eqs.4,5 and
6 respectively.' .

The general solution of the plate equation on arbi-
trary boundary condition can be expressed in the fol-
lowing general form:

w(x,y) = { Wp(x) } + Sl + S2
Wp(Y)

where

and

Wp(y)=- ~ (-1 )(m+1)/2 COS(!lmY)[G2+Amcosh(~mY)]
m=1,3,S

cos(YmY) + 8m sin h(~mY) sin(YmY)] (10)

Where Am and 8m and G2 are as given in eqs.A.S,
a~d 6 respectively, and

cos h Pm cos 8m
sin h Pm sin 8m

+ (12)

. D = _ cos h Pm cos 8m em
m sin h Pm sin 8m

_---:---.:G~l~--=--_ (13)
sin h Pm sin 8m

~
m=1,3,4

cos h(~mY) cos(YmY) cos(!lmx)
cos h <Pmcos 'Pm

(14)

(4)

~
m=1,3,S

[
sin h(Omx) sin(ocmx)
sin h Pm sin 8m

F

(6)

cos h(Omx) cos(ocmx) ] cos('Y]mY)··
cos h Pm sin 8m .

(J 5)

Application to solution of clamped plates

in the following process of a solution the clamped
plates from all sides will be considered as an
example to this method of solution which can be ap-
plied to any arbitrary boundary conditions .

The boundary conditions for plates clamped from
all sides can be written as

W(a/2 , Y) = 0

W(x, b/2) = 0

(16)

(17)

(8)

oWax- (a/2,y) = 0 (18)

°o~ (x,b/2) = 0 (19)

The equation (16) is satisfied by choosing:

(9) mJt
!lm =--

a
and the equation (17) is satisfied by choosing:

mJt
'Y]m=-b-

The remaining boundary conditions are satisfied by
minizing the weighted residual at the boundary i.e.
by using the orthogonality process.

The equation (18) is approximately satisfied as fol-
lows:

ow(a/2, Y) cos 'Y]nY dy = 0ax (20)

which leads to

(21)



and the equation (19) is approximately satisfied as Arranging equation (21) and (23) in matrix form
follows: yields

ow(x,b/2)
oy

cos IlnX dx = 0 (22)

(23)

Where:

x=(_l)(m+l)l2[ bG1 )
4tan h(Pm) tan(em) + cosh(Pm)cos(em)

=(-1 )(m+l)/2 [ a G2

y 4tanh(<p,.,:,)tan('Pm)+ cosh(<Pm)cos('P)m)

[A (13 + tan 'Pm )+ 8 ( 13m + Ym ]
m m Ymtan h 'Pm m tan h('Pm) tan ('Pm)

f =(-1 )(n+l)/2 (-1 )(m+l)/2( lln Om
mn om ex:':,(O~+ ~)(O~ + ex~)

[5:.2 ( 2 _ 112)+ex4 _ 114+' ex 03 + ex30 +3<Xm0 112Um (Xm rn m rn m m m m mj-vn

[21ln exm(ex~ - Il~ + Om Iln) + Omexm(O~+ ex~+ Il~)
- Il~ (O~ + ta + ex~2)J

emn = (-1 )(n+l)/2 (-1 )(m+1)/2

( Iln 13m )
YmY:':,(13~+ fm) (13~+ ex~)

{
1 1

tan 'Pm tan h <Pmtan 'Pm

[13~ (Y~-ll~) + Y~-ll~ + Yml3;;,+ y3ml3m+ 3Yml3mll~

[2 (13~+~)(13~ + Y~2)] + (tan h <Pm+ 1)

[211nYm(Y~ - ll~ + I3mlln) + I3mYm(13~+ y~ + 1l~2)

-ll~ (13~ + YZm)(l3~+ y~2) J}
em { 13m + Ym

tan h <Pm tan 'Pm

- 13mtan h <Pm+ Ym tan 'Pm} al4

fm = { Om + exm
tan h Pm tan em

- om tan h Pm + exmtan em} b/4

(24)

where the notation, indicates a diagonal matrix, be-
cause of diagonal matrices, a condensation of the
matrix can be performed as given in Ref. 4.

Discussion:

In the previous sections a complete solution for the
plate resting on elastic foudation is obtained in the
form of an infinite series.

A particular solution to specific plate is selected by
choosing different boundary conditions to satisfy the
equation (8).

If the chosen plate was not symmetrical with res-
pect to the boundary conditions, the even and odd
solutions of equation (1) must be included in equa-
tion (8).

It has been shown in reference (2 - 5) that this
method produced excellent results with a remarkably
small amount of computational effort; i.e. the
computed values converge with use of a very few
terms in each series, thus permitting the use of perso-
nal computers.

While the analytic formulation (and computer pro-
gram development) is not easy using this method.
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Appendix - NOTATION

The following symbols are used in this paper:

a = The plate width in x-direction

= The plate width in y-directionb

D Eh
2

I' idi2 «p ate rlgi rty»
12(1-v)

Modulus of elasticity

= The plate thickness

= Poisson's ratio

=

E
h
v
W

q
= The plate deflection

= Intensity of the lateral load

m:n;
Ilm a



Ilm

2y~

Pm

Ym
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